A dispersive channel in the DS-CDMA downlink destroys the orthogonality of the synchronous users' spreading sequences. In this paper, we aim to re-establish this orthogonality blindly by means of a common chip-level equaliser. The adaptation algorithm is based on a constant modulus criterion forcing the various user symbols onto a constant modulus, for which a stochastic gradient descent algorithm is derived. This algorithm is structurally similar to a multiple error filtered-X LMS type approach, whereby the equaliser input CM update is replaced by a spreading code filtered version. Various simulations demonstrating the algorithm's convergence and noise performance are presented.
INTRODUCTION
In a DS-CDMA downlink scenario, transmission over a dispersive channel destroys the mutual orthogonality of the codes which are used to multiplex the various users in the system. As a result, the received and code-demultiplexed user signals are subject not only to inter-symbol interference (ISI) due to channel dispersion but also to multiple access interference (MAI) due to the loss of code orthogonality.
A popular approach to suppress MA1 and IS1 one a user is the minimum output power (MOE) algorithm blindly cancelling MA1 and IS1 terms but passing the desired user by code-constraints [I, 21, which is essentially Frost's linearly constrained minimum variance beamformer [3] . Recovering several users at the same time exploits more knowledge of the system and has been performed blindly using a constant modulus (CM) criterion [4, 5, 61 
SIGNAL MODEL
We consider the DS-CDMA downlink system in Fig. 1 ..
CMA Cost Function
We 
There is no unique solution to (4), since minimising (3) is ambiguous with a manifold of solutions due to an indeterminism in phase rotation. However, any member of this manifold is a suitable solution for the equaliser w, and can be used in combination with differential modulation schemes to recover u, [m] . Examples. Two examples for (CM with N = 4 users employing QPSK with y = 1 over a distortionless and delayless noise-f?ee channel are given in Figs. 2 and 3. Fig. 2 shows f c~ in dependency of an equaliser w with a single complex coefficient 100. The cost function shows that there is as manifold of solutions satisfying IwoJ = y. Fig. 3 presents a case, where the equaliser contains two coefficients which are constrained to be real, and therefore possesses two symmetric solutions wopt,CMA = [H 0IT
only. Note that a solution w = [0 f 1IT would not synw chronise the codes correctly and therefore has a large cost function value associated. It is also apparent from Figs. 2 and 3 that CCM has flat points, which we will discuss below.
BLIND ADAPTATION
A simple stochastic gradient descent update rule for w [m] can be found by calculating the gradient of an instantaneous cost function, i.e. omitting the expectation operator in ( This is structurally similar to a multiple-errorfiltered-X LMS algorithm [IO] , where the transfer functions appearing in the paths between the adaptive filter output and the error formations have to be accounted for by modifying the LMS' updating scheme. Hence, we refer to the proposed scheme in (7) as filtered-R multiple error CM algorithm (FIRMER-CMA).
SIMULATION RESULTS
For the simulations below, we apply the FIRMER-CMA to two different channel impulse responses, a short g1 [m] and a more dispersive g2[m], as characterised in Fig. 4 . We first demonstrate the convergencebehaviour in Sec. 5.1, and later the bit errorperformance in Sec. 5.2.
Convergence
In order to demonstrate the convergence behaviour of the proposed algorithm, we transmit N = 16 QPSK user signals over g1 [m] in the absence of channel noise, and utilise the FIRMER-CMA to update an equaliser with IO coefficients. The adaptation is initialised with the second coefficient in the weight vector set to unity, while the optimal response will need to place the maximum coefficient in the first vector element. With /I = 0.05, the evolution of the filter coefficients' real part is shown in Fig. 5(top) , whereby the instantaneous cost function of (5) is given in Fig. S(bottom) . The system converges to a solution such that the convolution of gl [m] and the adapted equaliser is a complex rotation of a zero delay. This rotation is evident when considering the evolution of the constellation pattern of the demodulated 0th user 14n3 as presented in Fig. 6 . Although adaptation is switched on at n = 0, the system exhibits a slow initial convergence which may be due to the flat points in Ccw, but is generally typical for CMA algorithms [14] .
We now assume a carrier offset 40, such that a modified baseband channel is given by
whereby here 40 = 0.5 10V5r. Converging the FIRMER-CMA on this system yields symbols streams as exemplified for user 1 = 0 in Fig. 7 . As the dynamic rotation applied to the basebandmodel does not affect the CM criterion, and the performance of FIRMER-CMA appears unaffected by a carrier offset. The problem of rotating user signals is not further consider here, hut could he addressed, for example, by carrier offset estimation in a second receiver stage analogously to In order to explore the steady-state performance of the system, channel g*[m] in Fig. 4 (right) has been used as an average magnitude profile. Each of the 4 multipath coefficients is now drawn from a Rayleigh dism'bution. We use this system to explore the influence of the step size parameter p on the convergence. Allowing the FIRMER-CMA 
CONCLUSIONS
A blind equalisation approach for a DS-CDMA downlink scenario has been presented, which aims to enforce CM conditions on the various user signals. A stochastic gradient algorithm has been derived, which differs from previous CM algorithms by a code-prefiltering of its input. Compared to other multiuser CM based solutions in the literature [5, l l], the spreading codes enforce the olthogonality of the decoded user, which renders decorrelation of the various output signals obsolete. The proposed algorithm has been extensively tested and proven very stable. Representative simulations have been presented, highlighting the convergence behaviour as well as the algorithm's noise performance, which is sensitive to the selection of the step size parameter but can reach very close to the performance of the MMSE equaliser.
